Manual Wedge Bonder
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Manual Universal Wedge Bonder. An aluminum or gold wire bonder versatile enough to bond simple ICs and discrete devices or complex hybrids with height. Standard rectangular, reverse, stitch, programmable.


Manufacturer: West Bond Classification: Packaging Tool Equipment: Wire Bonder Use: - Connecting devices to test points. With the gold ball bondhead 5610, the universal wire bonder processes gold wire from 5310 Manual Ball Bonder Ball + Deep Access Wedge find out more.

DELTA has invested in a new state-of-the-art
Manual wirebonder i.e. West Bond 7476E-79 with a 400W temperature controller. It is a top modern manual wedge. Deep 84 Wide Bond Access. Ample work space due to special bond head design. HBO5 Wedge & Ball Bonder. Manual Wire Bonder. ~ Up 8, Down Movement. Our wedge-wedge bonder can use 1 mil aluminum wire, so we generally use it for and coining, and has semi-auto manual and automatic operation modes. 4500 Series Manual Ball Bonder K&S. 4500 Series Manual Ball Bonding Systems provide the high yields and excellent Manual wedge bonder 4500 series. We have an exciting opportunity for an Assembler (Manual Wire Bonder) located in Manual dexterity, ability to Laser Weld, wedge bonding, and mechanical. and maximization of throughput (with indexers as well as manual loading). Universal High Speed Fully Automatic Fine Wire Wedge Bonder. Working area. Our popular manual wire bonder 53XX BDA was already a marvel of versatility, being extremely simple to convert between wedge and ball-bonding. Now it adds.


DeWeyl Tool Co, Inc. manufactures the finest quality bonding wedges for the. The Notch style wedge is primarily designed for use on manual wire bonders. 9000 Wedge Bonder The 9000 Wedge Bonder is a high-speed fine wire
wedge and ribbon bonder, offering the flexibility to change wire feed angles to 45-60°.
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